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Reading Body Panic 

Dr. Abdullah F. Alrebh 

When I saw the cover of Body Panic I thought it would be a light book that I would read 

it for fun and get some idea about American magazines that focus on diets and sports. After I 

started reading this book, however, I recognized that it was not an easy task to deal with it. 

Indeed, Shari L. Dworkin and Faye Linda Wachs provide a rich theoretical framework and 

discussion of critical topics such as consumer culture, neoliberalism, and social intersectionality. 

Body Panic could be considered as an extension of growing body of literature that 

focuses on the commodification of the human body by explaining the game played in the 

industries of health and fitness as key aspects of contemporary consumer culture. The authors 

argue that the health and fitness magazines "reproduce discourses of healthism and operates to 

promote neoliberal ideologies that obscure the impact of government and structural contributions 

to health disparities" (p.11). The authors identify the patterns and expressions that are largely 

gendered and sexualized, in addition to raced and nationalized. Through the use of an 

imaginative approach to popular discourse analysis, the authors identify patterns of gendering, 

sexualizing, racing, and nationalizing representation of the human body. In summary, Dworkin 

and Wachs provide a discourse analysis based on a sort of 'social construction of reality' that has 

been used for commercial purposes. 

Dworkin and Wachs based their book on a number of theoretical sources from different 

fields such as Feminist Theory, Queer Theory, Poststructuralism, and Postmodernism. The 

authors connect the theories to their topic in a very effective way. However, it would be hard-for 

non-specialists scholars or undergrad students to comprehend such theoretical discussion. 

The book is divided to six chapters. The first three chapters represents the theoretical 

foundation of the book, with extensions to the ideas of the convergence of body and self-

surveillance in chapter 2, while the third chapter focuses on the masculine hegemony through a 

historical context, more specifically, the Third Wave 'Crisis of Masculinity'. The next two 

chapters 5&6 focus on women's panic about their bodies especially in affairs related to 

pregnancy and sport. Most of the discussion in those chapters supports the authors' claims that 
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body texts -including the body fitness industry- support the privileges of particular gender, race, 

class, and sexual social order. The last chapter summarizes the main points of the book. 

Dworkin and Wachs use content analysis to deal with their data 'texts and images'. It is 

appropriate method that enables them to discuss and critique the contemporary cultural ideology. 

Indeed, combing the theories that they introduce in the beginning of their book with this method 

makes Body Panic useful for scholars who care about discourse analysis, popular culture, 

intersectional inequality, and feminist vs. masculine studies. 

 

 

 


